
Subject: 2022-08-11 Thursday boats 
 
A new burst on the O-Boats as a class -slightly inaccurate but some eye candy for those of the day 
 
https://www.navygeneralboard.com/the-oberon-class-quiet-and-
capable/?amp=1&fbclid=IwAR2kB_xpQtBu8D4Xe9YkOMuypNcpT30yFdt5HkNMIry1cWmQSgNyc_j6ZfE 
 
What more is there to say re big skimmers?  Lotsa smallies to outnumber the attackers is an ASW 
answer, and there will be lots more boats as well to smear. 
 

Vladimir Putin will modified the Russian shipbuilding program (navyrecognition.com) 

"He says with reference to the foreign press that in the special military operation, the Black Sea 
Fleet’s submarine forces are the most effective element of the Russian Navy, being involved in 
launching Kalibr cruise missiles against military facilities of the Ukrainian army...'Surface ships are 
increasingly turning into targets for a high-tech enemy,' since their movements can be easily tracked 
by reconnaissance aircraft and satellites of NATO countries, Karnozov writes." 

 

I guess if you look at the history of USW/SAW/ASuW interactions with the Japanese in WWII you get 
an idea of the scale of different on who hurts who with what: 

https://www.history.navy.mil/research/library/online-reading-room/title-list-
alphabetically/j/japanese-naval-merchant-shipping-losses-wwii.html 
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The new Naval Doctrine is strikingly different from the 2015 edition. The world described in it seems 
much more disturbing and dangerous; its potential for conflict has increased significantly, Valdai Club 
expert Prokhor Tebin writes.  

On Russian Navy Day, July 31, 2022, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed Decree No. 512 “On the 
Approval of the Naval Doctrine of the Russian Federation”. The previous Naval Doctrine was approved 
on July 26, 2015.  

The renewal of the Russian Naval Doctrine is long overdue, due to a number of significant changes in the 
region and internationally. These include the operation in the Syrian Arab Republic; the signing of the 
Convention on the Legal Status of the Caspian Sea of August 12, 2018; the approval of the 
“Fundamentals of the State Policy of the Russian Federation in the Field of Naval Operations for the 
Period Until 2030” in 2017; and the new edition of the 2021 National Security Strategy. The revised 


